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Abstract 
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1 Starting up 
The EVK-S10NANO evaluation kit is an easy-to-use, powerful tool that makes evaluating u-blox RPMA modules 
simple. Throughout the document EVK-S10NANO may be referred to specifically as rACM2 or, as the EVK in 
general, as rACM. (The first generation evaluation board, rACM1, is from Ingenu only and does not feature a u-
blox module.) 

u-blox refers to the kit as an “evaluation kit”, while Ingenu refers to it as a “development kit”. Despite the 
difference in terminology applied to the same kit by the two companies, the kit is purposed for both RPMA 
evaluation with NANO-S100, and can also serve as a development platform.  

This section describes the main connections and settings required to get started. 

 See the NANO-S100 series Data Sheet [1] and NANO-S100 System Integration Manual [1] for the features 
supported by NANO-S100 modules. 

RPMA developers have the option of ordering one of two types of kits. The first type, as described in this 
document, is the RPMA evaluation kit. This kit comprises two rACM boards and related accessories. It assumes it 
is within RPMA public network coverage.  

The second type is the RPMA Exploration Kit. This kit comprises the components included in the RPMA 
evaluation kit and additionally the RPMA Access Point (AP) and related accessories. The AP provides local RPMA 
coverage for development purposes. The RPMA Exploration Kit may also include a 3G modem to easily provide 
the necessary IP connection to Ingenu’s Intellect Cloud Platform. 

 The RPMA Exploration Kit is available directly from Ingenu. Only this RPMA evaluation kit can be ordered 
directly from u-blox.  

1.1 Intellect login information 

Intellect information and instructions on how to log in will be provided by Ingenu.  

1.2 Evaluation kit information 

The RPMA evaluation kit starter pack is available for download once the project information form is filled. A 
u-blox sales representative will provide the information needed to download the starter pack. 

The project information form can be found here: https://www.u-blox.com/en/project-information-form. 

The kit should be pre-staged as delivered. Instructions for the RPMA evaluation kit are included below in the 
following sub-sections.  

 

1.2.1 Prerequisites  

 Only Python version 2.7 is compatible with the python scripts provided. If applicable, uninstall any previous 
versions before installing Python 2.7. 

 

1. Install Python 2.7. It is important that this particular version is installed. If there is another python version 
installed, Python 2.7 can be installed as an “alternate” install (can co-exist with other versions of Python). 
Visit python.org/downloads for the correct download files.  

2. Install pyserial 2.7, which can be found at: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyserial/2.7. 

3. It is highly recommended that the python program can be called from the command line prompt. To do this, 
ensure the python install path is in the general path directory. For Windows 7 users, this means modifying 
the “Path” system variable to include the python directory (ex: C:\Python27). 

4. Install the FTDI serial cable drivers. For Windows 7 users, if the computer has internet access, the drivers are 
automatically installed when plugged in. This auto-install process can take 5 to 10 minutes. When complete, 
validate successful install under the Windows device manager. If successful, the device will show up under 

https://www.u-blox.com/en/project-information-form
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“Ports” as a “USB Serial Port (COM X)”. Go to the devices properties page and confirm the Manufacturer is 
“FTDI”. On other systems, the FTDI drivers can be installed with the provided drivers at www.ftdichip.com. 

 

1.2.2 Evaluation kit instructions 

1. EVK-S10NANO boards do not come with nor do they require any external antennas. 
2. Apply power to the EVK-S10NANO by connecting the power supply.  
3. The EVK-S10NANO will register with the network shortly, presuming RPMA coverage is available. The LED 

light on the EVK-S10NANO board will flash green once per second while acquiring the network. The LED 
light will then turn solid green once it has registered with the network. 

4. There is a serial UART to USB cable included in the Evaluation kit that connects to the rACM application 
header. In appendix B.2, there is a Serial UART example/demonstration, which this cable is intended for.  

1.2.3 Exploration kit instructions 

 Exploration kits, which include an AP, are available from Ingenu and not from u-blox. See relevant Ingenu 
documentation to set up the exploration kit.  

1.2.4 Demo scripts instructions 

1. Open two command line consoles. Place them side by side. One of the consoles will be showing the polling 
activity from Intellect’s REST API (uplink messages). The other console will be used to send downlink 
commands (downlink messages). 

2. For both consoles, change directory to where the demo python scripts reside (e.g. “\RPMA DevKit Starter 
Pack v2.X\RPMA DevKit Software Files - 2.0.2\Intellect REST Examples”). 

3. Edit the file login_info.json to include the intellect login credentials that were provided. The fields are 

described as follows: 

o Host: Intellect server. It will generally be "intellect.ingenu.com" (global licensing customers will 
generally use “glds.ingenu.com”) 

o username: provided by Ingenu in string format. (e.g., "myusername@myusername.com") 

o password: provided by Ingenu in string format (e.g. " someRandomx7zPassword”) 

4. Edit the "createDevices.py" file, using it as a starting template. Create a python dictionary entry for 

each device on your demo network (you can omit any unused devices previously existing). The fields are: 

o desc_ Text description of the device, e.g. “Ken’s water meter” 

o nodeId: The RPMA node's MAC address. This can be found on the node label in the form of "MAC: 
00056AA3". Enter the field in with the "0x" prefix (ex: 0x56a3b) 

o parser: Specify the parser to use for the console display. The default EVK-S10NANO configuration uses 
the string “pulse_1” 

o m2x_device_id: Not used for the console demo. Leave as an empty string (ex: '') 

o m2x_primary_key: Not used for the console demo. Leave as an empty string. (ex: '') 

o alarm_email_enabled: Not used for the console demo. Leave at 0 

o alarm_email_list: Not used for the console demo. Leave as empty list (ex: []) 

5. Finish configuration by running the command “python createDevices.py” 

6. Begin the demo on the first console window by running “python rest2console.py”. One should see a 

scrolling display of information from the parsing of REST UL data. The test script tracks the last UL SDU 
received, so upon first starting the script, one may see a rapidly scrolling display until the test script has 
"caught up". This could take several minutes. 

7. With the second console window, run the following command, choosing the node ID to target (in this 
example, it is 0x56aae),  

“python sendRest2Racm.py -n 0x56aa3”.  

http://www.ftdichip.com/
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The default payload toggles the LED for about 8 s, alternating between orange and blue blinks. Run with the 
"-h" option to see more variations of payload types. A tag ID can be specified to help correlate the response 
messages on the uplink. This can be done using the "-t" option. The tag must be in a qualified UUID format. 
The console monitoring the UL SDU messages will show an acknowledgement type message with the 
associated tag ID upon successful transmission of the message. 

8. Another interesting demo is to press the “interrupt” button on the EVK-S10NANO board, and observe the 
response on the REST “polling” console. This simulates an asynchronous exception or alarm type message. 

1.2.5 Demo script screenshots 

As recommended in the welcome e-mail instructions, two command line consoles are open, one running 

rest2Console.py, and the other running sendRest2Racm.py. The rest2Console.py continually polls 

the Intellect Platform, using the REST API, for the latest data received by fielded RPMA devices. The 

rest2Console.py sends various EVK-S10NANO compliant payloads on the downlink also via the REST API. 

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the demo scripts in action. The window on the lower left corner is running 

rest2Console.py, continually polling the Intellect platform, parsing the EVK-S10NANO messages, and 

displaying them in a simple text format. The window on the lower right corner is using sendRest2Racm.py to 

send various downlink messages to the fielded EVK-S10NANO device. 

A third console is shown in the upper middle of the screen, which is a “dumb” serial terminal. This is useful for 
EVK-S10NANO side input/output when demonstrating the serial UART application (described in detail in 
Appendix B.2). 

Additional details of these python based demo scripts can be found in the document “readmeConsole.txt” 
located in the directory:  

\RPMA DevKit Starter Pack v2.X \ RPMA DevKit Software Files - 2.0.2 \ Intellect REST Examples 
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Figure 1: Example Demo Scripts in Action 
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2 RPMA and EVK-S10NANO introduction 
Prototyping an application using an EVK-S10NANO evaluation kit is a simple task once a few key concepts are 
understood. This section provides some details. 

2.1 RPMA reporting data models 

The RPMA network is a robust bi-directional communication link. The uplink (UL) refers to the traffic direction 
sent from the fielded RPMA device (such as the EVK-S10NANO) to the network head end / back-office 
application. The downlink (DL) refers to traffic direction sent form the network head end application to the 
fielded RPMA device. 

A back office application can receive and transmit messages via the REST API. The REST API is made available by 
Ingenu’s Intellect Platform residing in the internet cloud. The data can even be pulled from a web-based REST 
client plug-in app, which is available for the Mozilla Firefox and Chrome browsers (see Appendix A). Sample 
python scripts are also provided to demonstrate a systemic data polling approach using the REST API. 

A fielded RPMA device can send and transmit data by integrating with the RPMA API (aka the host_cmn API). 

The EVK-S10NANO evaluation platform simplifies this by including the EVK-S10NANO reference software, which 
already integrates the RPMA API. The benefit of using the EVK-S10NANO reference software is that prototyping 
of an IoT device boils down to a configuration exercise of the EVK-S10NANO. 

The RPMA network was designed from the ground up with features specific to IoT applications. One of these 
features is the low power consumption. RPMA facilitates this by incorporating periodic uplink reporting 
schedules called the uplink interval (UI). The UI interval is set before deployment time and is tied to an 
application’s Application ID. In general, the more power constrained the application, the longer the UI should be.  

Similarly on the downlink, there is the concept of a periodic downlink interval (DI). The downlink interval 
determines how often the RPMA device is listening on the network and how fast it can respond to downlink 
commands. In general, the more power constrained the application is, the longer the DI should be, with a 
tradeoff in reduced responsiveness such as longer command-response actions initiated from the back office 
application. 

RPMA devices are also capable of initiating an UL message at any time. For a battery powered device that is set 
with a 24 hour UI/LI schedule, an alarm or exception condition might necessitate an immediate UL message. This 
can be done via an asynchronous UL message. It is strongly advised to use the asynchronous UL message for 
alarming or exception type conditions only; one should utilize the UI reporting model for maximum efficiency. 

 

2.2 EVK-S10NANO application concepts 

A primary benefit of using the EVK-S10NANO is the ability to rapidly prototype an IoT application on the RPMA 
network without having to write one line of source code. The following concepts are important to understand. 

2.2.1  Read vs. Poll of sensors 

The EVK-S10NANO assumes the use of externally connected sensors to its application interface. Data and event 
states can be obtained from these connected sensors by either reading or polling mechanisms. 

A read of a sensor involves reading sensor information, time stamping, and archiving of data in non-volatile 
memory for the purposes of creating sensor read reports to be transmitted over the air during the application’s 
scheduled UI. Alarm triggers can also be configured in the EVK-S10NANO to generate alarm reports based on a 
sensor read operation. 

A poll of a sensor is a more limited form of a sensor read in that it reads sensor information for the purposes of 
monitoring alarm triggers. If an alarm condition is identified, the EVK-S10NANO software will generate an alarm 
message with the event timestamp. A poll of a sensor does not archive sensor data for the purposes of 
generating data reports. 
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The EVK-S10NANO can support up to two independent sensor read tasks and up to three independent sensor 
poll tasks, for a total of five independent read/poll sensor operations. Each active read/poll operation must be 
configured and assigned to an application sensor. There may be situations where it is desirable to assign both a 
read task and a poll task to a single sensor interface. One reason is that over the air transmission may be 
designed for a slow rate (e.g. once a day) for the purposes of optimizing battery life, but the application may still 
wish to be fairly responsive to alarm conditions. In this example a 24 hour read task may be used, but with a 
higher frequency 15 minute poll task to monitor alarm conditions. 

2.2.2 OTA reporting of sensor data 

The EVK-S10NANO stores information from read tasks in the form of key value pairs, described as an op-code 
(e.g. temperature [C], Voltage [V], etc.) and the actual value. This is described in great detail in the rACM DevKit 
Developer Guide [4]. An important concept to remember is that the Read/Poll rate of sensors is truly 
independent from the RPMA reporting data model. When a scheduled UI occurs, the EVK-S10NANO packages 
the read data collected in non-volatile memory, as managed by the EVK-S10NANO read tasks, and send the 
information over the air in a sensor read report. If a scheduled UI occurs but there is no sensor reads logged, 
then the EVK-S10NANO software will perform a sensor read at that time, and will send one reading as part of 
the UI based periodic report. 

As an example, consider an EVK-S10NANO board configured to report a digital input state and a temperature 
value. For this example, the digital input state is set to be read every minute, and the temperature sensor 
configured to be read every 5 minutes using the two available read tasks. The application designer chooses a UI 
of every 2 hours; a setting the designer has deemed as a sweet spot between data reporting activity and battery 
life. Using these application settings, one can expect a report received by the back office application every two 
hours, where each report contains 20 key-value pairs of temperature data and 120 key-value pairs of the digital 
state. 

2.2.3 EVK-S10NANO messaging protocol 

The EVK-S10NANO software defines a simple frame structure that easily supports any number of IoT 
applications. While the details of the EVK-S10NANO frame structure are documented in the rACM DevKit 
Developer Guide [4], it is instructive to review the EVK-S10NANO message formats. 

Figure 2 shows the general EVK-S10NANO over the air frame structure.  

 

 

Figure 2: Over the Data Format 

The salient features of the over the air messaging protocol can be described as follows. 

 Uplink Messages 

o Time stamped measurements taken at read interval defined by the EVK-S10NANO read tasks. 
 Sent at Uplink Interval (UI) and may pack multiple measurements. 
 Can also be sent asynchronously. 

o Alarms sent instantly using asynchronous transmissions. 
 Sensors are generally monitored using poll tasks to conserve battery life. 

o EVK-S10NANO configuration (key-value pairs) are sent at EVK-S10NANO boot time or when requested 
by the back office application. 

 Downlink Messages  

o Actuation (digital output control relay, valve, etc.) 
o Configuration of EVK-S10NANO when they are pushed from the back office application (e.g. change 

key-value pairs for alarm thresholds or read/poll intervals) 
o Application code download. 
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2.3 EVK-S10NANO to REST model 

The philosophy of EVK-S10NANO to REST describes the general data flow of uplink traffic from fielded devices, 
such as the EVK-S10NANO, to collection of the data from Ingenu’s Intellect Platform using the REST API. Figure 3 
illustrates the development points of the RPMA network topology. In the figure, the EVK-S10NANO represents a 
partner application device, and the data collection point from the cloud would be from the REST API of the 
Ingenu Intellect Platform. 

 

Figure 3: Topology of the EVK-S10NANO to REST model 

This document focuses mainly on the EVK-S10NANO side of the EVK-S10NANO to REST model, but the Intellect 
API Guide for Partners [5] covers the details of how to get started with the REST API. A very simple example, 
using a REST plug in client for a web browser, is given in Appendix A, and demonstration python scripts are 
made available as reviewed in section 1.  

2.3.1 Applications enabled by EVK-S10NANO and the RPMA network 

Some of the most common IOT applications readily supported by the RPMA technology include the following:  

 Telematics  

 Personnel Tracking 

 Asset Tracking 

 Tracking 

 Health Care 

 Water, Gas, Electric Metering 

 Equipment Monitoring 

 Leak Detection 

 Energy Usage 

 Environmental Monitoring 

 Cold Chain 

REST or AMQP for 
receiving/sending data to 

application (Back-office) 
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EVK-S10NANO is designed for real world battery powered applications and can be easily used to prototype IoT 
applications. In terms of fielded applications, Figure 4 depicts the role EVK-S10NANO serves in the Internet of 
Things fielded application. 

 

 

Figure 4: EVK-S10NANO as a Thing in the Internet of Things 

 

IoT applications are not complete without a flexible and scalable head end, which Ingenu’s Intellect platform 
provides. Figure 5 shows the main components provided with the EVK-S10NANO evaluation kit. An Ingenu AP 
terminates the over-the-air signaling from the RPMA fielded devices. Data propagates into the Ingenu Intellect 
Head End form, where the data can be accessed either via REST and AMQP. With additional middleware, 
additional protocols such as MQTT are easily supported. Application Enablement Platforms (AEPs), or other back 
office applications, can then collect the data for analytics, visualization, control, billing, or any other function 
that an application requires. 

 

 

Figure 5: Ingenu Based IOT Head End 

 

EVK-S10NANO 

EVK-S10NANO 
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3 Customizing the EVK-S10NANO application 
This section focuses on the unpacking of the RPMA evaluation kit and demonstrating the power of the RPMA 
network as “an out of the box” experience. It also includes a review of the basic RPMA and EVK-S10NANO 
concepts. Most RPMA integrators, however, are interested in hooking up sensors and to be able to quickly 
prototype an IoT idea. One of the philosophies of the EVK-S10NANO platform is to allow such prototyping 
without writing one line of code. This section will focus on the EVK-S10NANO hardware, and methods of 
configuration for an IoT application. 

It is important to mention that the EVK-S10NANO platform comprises two components. The first is the physical 
EVK-S10NANO reference hardware. The second is the software referred to as the EVK-S10NANO reference 
software. This document loosely refers to the hardware and software components as simply the EVK-S10NANO 
and will specifically call out hardware or software where required. 

 

3.1 EVK-S10NANO board highlights 

 

Figure 6: EVK-S10NANO board 

Figure 6 showcases the important parts of the EVK-S10NANO board; these are summarized below. 

 Antennas. The EVK-S10NANO board has two MMCX connectors for external antennas as well as two 
surface mount chip antennas. However the choice of external antennas or surface mount antennas is 
configured by orientation of a coupling capacitor soldered on the board. The EVK-S10NANO boards by 

Antenna #2 (with 
MMCX Adapter) 

Antenna #1 (chip  

antenna) 

Application interface header 5V Wallwart 

power supply 

Host serial 
interface 
with FTDI 

cable 

Status LED 
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default have one chip antenna enabled (Antenna #1) and one MMCX connector enabled (Antenna #2) for 
use with an external antenna. External antennas are not shipped with the EVK-S10NANO boards. 

 Application Interface Header. This is the application pin header, which enables the connection of various 
IOT sensors (e.g. flow meters, switches, temp sensors, etc...) 

 5 Volt Wallwart Power Supply. By default, the EVK-S10NANO is wall powered. 

 Host Serial Interface with FTDI Cable. This cable will be connected to J206 (DBG_UART) commonly 
referred to as the “debug port”. This is the primary means of communication with a development/test PC 
using the supplied FTDI USB serial cable. 

 Status LED. Used for various visual states. Using the default EVK-S10NANO configuration, when the EVK-
S10NANO is searching for the RPMA network, it will flash slowly. It will then turn solid once the EVK-
S10NANO board has joined the RPMA network. 

 

3.2 Installing Python tools 

The EVK-S10NANO tools are python scripts callable on the command prompt. Figure 7 lays out the 

EVK-S10NANO build environment tree. The python tools are located in the subdirectory “python_tools”. 

 

 

Figure 7: EVK-S10NANO Directory Structure 
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Python 2.7 version is required, and specifically, version 2.7.9 is recommended, as well as a python package to 
support serial communications (pySerial), which can be downloaded directly from the python website as 
described above. 

 For convenience, it is recommended to add the python executable to the PC’s “PATH”. For Windows, this 

might be adding the python directory “C:\Python27” to the Windows “PATH” variable. 

There are three main python scripts that should be used for the purpose of configuration and diagnosing the 
EVK-S10NANO board. These tools are located in the “python tools” directory highlighted in Figure 7. These tools 
will be discussed in greater detail in various sections of this document. 

 ctrl.py – RPMA module query tool (RPMA module version, network state, misc metrics). 

 host_app_ctrl.py – EVK-S10NANO application query and configuration tool. 

 host_app_logger.py – EVK-S10NANO application logger, primarily used for debugging. 

 

An extensive command line help menu is provided by specifying the "-h" option when calling these utility 
scripts. 

 

3.2.1 EVK-S10NANO Software Upgrade 

The EVK-S10NANO board is easily upgraded using the host_app_ctrl.py python utility. Consult with Ingenu 

for version specifics and to obtain the proper firmware file if needed. The host firmware file is commonly named 

“host_app_k20.bin”. 

The process for upgrading the EVK-S10NANO firmware is summarized in a few steps. The steps listed below 
include the additional steps of configuring the board, which is recommended whenever the EVK-S10NANO 
software is updated. The path details have been omitted for brevity and a Windows communication port, 
COM4, is assumed. 

1. python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 HOST_SW_UPGRADE host_app_k20.bin 
2. python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 RESET_DEVICE 
3. python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 RESET_FACTORY_CONFIG 
4. python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 SET_FACTORY_CONFIG example_factory_cfg.txt 
5. python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 SET_FIELD_CONFIG example_field_cfg.txt 

 

The EVK-S10NANO application behavior is defined by the combination of the “factory_cfg” file and the 

“field_cfg” file. Example configuration files are provided and are discussed in more detail in section 3.4.1.  
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3.3 EVK-S10NANO Application Interface header 

The interested RPMA developer will desire to hook up one or more sensors for an IoT application prototype. The 
EVK-S10NANO board provides an application header on J207, shown in a close up view along with the pin 
numbering in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8: EVK-S10NANO Interface Header and Pin Numbering Label 

 

The EVK-S10NANO board uses a Freescale/NXP K20 application processor and relies on its on-board peripherals 
for interfacing to external sensors. The EVK-S10NANO leverages K20’s GPIO ports, analog to digital conversion, 
pulse counter / timer block, comparator, and a serial UART. The EVK-S10NANO application header is partially 
configurable as to what header pins can be used for. Figure 9 tabulates the application header’s schematic pin 
names, the physical pin numbers, and the function muxing capabilities.  

 The EVK-S10NANO configuration tool, host_app_ctrl.py, utilizes the same “APP_INTFX” naming 

convention as the EVK-S10NANO schematic pin names. 

 

 

Figure 9: EVK-S10NANO application header function modes 
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The following EVK-S10NANO functions are defined:  

 DIG_INPUT – Digital input signal. 

 DIG_OUTPUT – Digital output signal. 

 FUNC_MODE0 – The EVK-S10NANO maps the following: 

o FUNC_MODE0 to the K20 Pulse Counter / Low Power Timer Block if this function mode is assigned to 
APP_INTF1. 

o FUNC_MODE0 to the K20 Comparator Circuit if assigned to APP_INTF4 (Comparator Peripheral is not 
shown in Figure 9). 

o FUNC_MODE0 to the ADC #2 if assigned to the APP_INTF5. 

 FUNC_MODE1 – Internally maps to the K20’s internal temperature sensor if mapped to APP_INTF6. 

 ADC #1 – This K20 peripheral is permanently assigned to APP_INTF6 (also referred to as ANA_IN0) and 
cannot be re-purposed. 

 Serial (UART) – This K20 peripheral is permanently assigned to UART_RX and UART_TX (pin 7 and 9 
respectively) and cannot be re-purposed. 

 VBATT Measure – Maps to the K20 ADC #3 for the purpose of measuring the battery voltage on header 
J201. Pin 11 in the app interface header is normally left unconnected. 

 

3.4 EVK-S10NANO configuration process 

EVK-S10NANO kits are typically shipped with the default application. This default application is a pulse counter 
commonly used in flow meter sensors for water meter applications. Additional details of the example pulse 
counter application are discussed in Appendix B.4. 

When a custom configuration (or a reconfiguration) is required, the following high level steps are to be followed:  

 

1. Choose sensors and identify the physical connection to the application header interface (J207).  

 

Figure 10: Identify the physical connection to application header on EVK 

2. Configure the EVK-S10NANO reference software. 

 

 

Figure 11: Configure the EVK reference software 
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3. Send and receive data to and from the back office application. 

 

 

Figure 12: Run demo python scripts to send and receive data to RPMA network and back end office 

 

3.4.1 Configuration using examples 

The EVK-S10NANO starter pack includes five examples: Pulse Counter, Digital Intrusion, Serial UART, 
Temperature/Humidity, and GPS Coverage/Tracking. The detailed examples are discussed in Appendix B. 
EVK-S10NANOs shipped are preconfigured for the Pulse Counter application. 

 

 There is a serial UART to USB cable included in the Evaluation kit that connects to the rACM application 
header. In appendix B.2, there is a Serial UART example/demonstration, which this cable is intended for.  

 

Reconfiguration of the default application (or any application for that matter), can be done using the python 

utility host_app_ctrl.py tool by resetting the EVK-S10NANO board and applying a specific configuration 

file. The set of configuration files for the example EVK-S10NANO applications are included in the EVK-S10NANO 
starter pack and are listed in Table 1.  

 

Application Factory Configuration File Field Configuration File 

Pulse Counter factory_cfg_nnode_pulse_default.txt field_cfg_pulse_default.txt 

Digital Intrusion (GPIO) factory_cfg_nnode_pulse_default.txt field_cfg_intrusion_nc.txt 

Serial UART factory_cfg_nnode_pulse_default.txt field_cfg_serialPort.txt 

Temp / Humidity (4-20 mA) factory_cfg_nnode_temp_humidity.txt field_cfg_temp_humidity.txt 

GPS coverage / tracking See section B.5 See section B.5 

Table 1: EVK-S10NANO Standard Configuration Files  
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Reconfiguration using the EVK-S10NANO standard configuration files can be done in the steps list listed below. 

The steps below are for the Digital Intrusion (GPIO) application. The python utility tool host_app_ctrl.py is 

used, the path names have been removed (for brevity), and a serial com port of “COM4” is used in the example 
steps: 

 

1. Reset the EVK-S10NANO’s factory parameters in flash: 
python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 RESET_DEVICE 

 

2. Reset the EVK-S10NANO’s field parameters in flash: 
python host_app_ctrl.py –d COM4 RESET_FACTORY_CONFIG 

 

3. Apply the appropriate factory configuration file (See Table 1). 
Python host_app_ctrl.py –d COM4 SET_FACTORY_CONFIG factory_cfg_nnode_pulse_default.txt 

 

4. Apply the appropriate field configuration file (See Table 1).  
python host_app_ctrl.py –d COM4 SET_FIELD_CONFIG field_cfg_intrusion_nc.txt 

 

There is a subtle nuance regarding many configuration fields (key-value pairs), whereby any changes will only 
take effect on the EVK-S10NANO’s next UI. Regarding the aforementioned steps of reconfiguration, it is quite 
possible that an EVK-S10NANO evaluation kit might re-connect with the network before setting of the updated 
field configuration. It is highly recommended to shut down the AP (if provided) before the reconfiguring the 
EVK-S10NANO board. If coverage is provided by the local RPMA network, then steps one thru four should be 
executed in quick succession. 

 

 Review at least one of the factory configuration files and one of the field configuration files, as many of the 
operational descriptions are denoted in the embedded comments for the key-value pairs. 

3.4.2  Configuration From Scratch (EVK-S10NANO Design Steps) 

The section discusses the lower level details of EVK-S10NANO configuration.  

This is described in six steps:  

1. Select and configure the sensor interface pins suitable for the application. 

2. Configure over the air reporting of the sensors on the interface pins. 

3. Configure the read rates of the sensors attached to the interface pins. 

4. Associate each active interface pin to a read block and/or a poll block. 

5. Configuration of any alarming mechanisms. 

6. Configuration of the OTA reporting model. 

 

Steps 1 thru 5 will ultimately define a set of key-value pairs that must be set in the EVK-S10NANO software. 
Setting of these key-value pairs can be done in one of two ways. The first is by using configuration files injected 

by the command line tool “host_app_ctrl.py” This method is discussed in section 3.4.1. The other method 

is to using the numerous subcommands provided by “host_app_ctrl.py” to individually set key-value pairs.  

The preferred approach is to utilize the configuration file method. However the command below is an example 

of how one might use “host_app_ctrl.py” to set one key value pair. In this example the key to set is the 

“APP_INTF_MODE” of “APP_INTF_5” to use FUNC_MODE0. 

 

python host_app_ctrl.py –d COM4SET_APP_INTF_MODE APP_INTF5 FUNC_MODE0 
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The preferred approach is to use the EVK-S10NANO configuration files instead to specify dozens of these key 
value pairs. Recall that there are two files that contain all possible key value pairs. The first is the “factory” file 

(e.g. factory_cfg_nnode_pulse_default.txt) and the other is the “field” file (e.g. 

field_cfg_pulse_default.txt). The factory configuration file is generally reserved for key value pairs 

that may be set during manufacturing and calibration (e.g. ADC calibration values). The field configuration file is 
generally used for “application” specific settings (such a sensor poll and sensor read rates and alarm thresholds). 
A snippet of a configuration file is given below to familiarize the reader the syntax of setting a key-value pair. For 
complete description, see the example configuration files in the EVK-S10NANO starter pack directory. 

 

# ADC BLOCK Calibration data: Includes the conversion Slope using  

# fixed-point notation (e.g., Scale Factor of 24000 in Q19 notation  

# is equal to 0.045776), an offset, and the unit conversion type 

# (using the OTA_InterfaceTypeUnits_t definition from the RACM 

# host_app_ota_data.h OTA definitions - e.g., 0x35 = DC mV)  

ADC0_SCALE_FACTOR = 24000 

ADC0_RESULT_SHIFT = 19 

ADC0_OFFSET = 0 

ADC0_UNIT_TYPE = 0x35 

 

ADC1_SCALE_FACTOR = 24000 

ADC1_RESULT_SHIFT = 19 

ADC1_OFFSET = 0 

ADC1_UNIT_TYPE = 0x3 

3.4.2.1 STEP #1: Select and configure the sensor interface pins suitable for the application 

After the application decides what sensors are required, the set of application interface pins must be chosen. For 
each application interface pin, set the function mode (see the Figure 8 for guidance). Any unused application 
interface pins can safely have their function modes set to DIG_INPUT. 

 

APP_INTF1_MODE = <function> 

APP_INTF2_MODE = DIG_INPUT 

APP_INTF3_MODE = DIG_INPUT 

APP_INTF4_MODE = DIG_INPUT 

APP_INTF5_MODE = DIG_INPUT 

APP_INTF6_MODE = ADC1 

APP_INTF7_MODE = SERIAL_DATA 

APP_INTF8_MODE = VIRTUAL_REG1 

 

APP_INTF6, APP_INTF7 and APP_INTF8 are fixed and cannot be reassigned. They must remain as ADC1, 
SERIAL_DATA, and VIRTUAL_REG1 respectively. 

For digital inputs, of which up to five can be allocated on application interface 1 thru 5, the following 
configurations key value pairs may be set. 

Enablement of internal pull up or pull down resistor: 

DIG_INPUT1_IMPEDANCE = <NONE, PULLDOWN, PULLUP> 

DIG_INPUT2_IMPEDANCE = <NONE, PULLDOWN, PULLUP> 

DIG_INPUT3_IMPEDANCE = <NONE, PULLDOWN, PULLUP> 

DIG_INPUT4_IMPEDANCE = <NONE, PULLDOWN, PULLUP> 

DIG_INPUT5_IMPEDANCE = <NONE, PULLDOWN, PULLUP> 
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For digital outputs, of which up to five can be allocated on application interface 1 thru 5, the following 
configurations key value pairs may be set. 

Open Drain Enablement: 

DIG_OUTPUT1_ODE = <ODE_OFF, ODE_ON> 

DIG_OUTPUT2_ODE = <ODE_OFF, ODE_ON> 

DIG_OUTPUT3_ODE = <ODE_OFF, ODE_ON> 

DIG_OUTPUT4_ODE = <ODE_OFF, ODE_ON> 

DIG_OUTPUT5_ODE = <ODE_OFF, ODE_ON> 

 

Drive Strength: 

DIG_OUTPUT1_DRIVE_STRENGTH = <DSE_LOW, DSE_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT2_DRIVE_STRENGTH = <DSE_LOW, DSE_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT3_DRIVE_STRENGTH = <DSE_LOW, DSE_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT4_DRIVE_STRENGTH = <DSE_LOW, DSE_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT5_DRIVE_STRENGTH = <DSE_LOW, DSE_HIGH> 

 

Digital Output Level (useful for setting default pin states on GPOs): 

DIG_OUTPUT1_OUTPUT_LEVEL = <OUTPUT_LOW, OUTPUT_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT2_OUTPUT_LEVEL = <OUTPUT_LOW, OUTPUT_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT3_OUTPUT_LEVEL = <OUTPUT_LOW, OUTPUT_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT4_OUTPUT_LEVEL = <OUTPUT_LOW, OUTPUT_HIGH> 

DIG_OUTPUT5_OUTPUT_LEVEL = <OUTPUT_LOW, OUTPUT_HIGH> 

 

For the serial UART interface, of which there is only one available, the following pin configuration must be set. 
Unlike the other sensor interfaces, the serial UART is not mapped to a standard application interface pin.  

POR_APP_SERIAL_FUNCTION = <NONE, LOCAL_ECHO, OTA_PASSTHROUGH, OTA_BUFFERED> 

 

The description of the two most common settings for the serial UART interface, OTA_PASSTHROUGH and 
OTA_BUFFERED, is discussed in Appendix B.2. 

 

3.4.2.2 STEP #2: Configure over the air reporting of the sensors on the interface pins. 

This setting effectively enables/disables the application interface pin. This should be set to either ON or OFF. If set 
to OFF, the corresponding APP_INTF<n>_MODE becomes a do not care and can be safely set to DIG_INPUT. 

 

APP_INTF1_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF2_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF3_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF4_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF5_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF6_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF7_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

APP_INTF8_OTA_DATA_REPORTING = <ON/OFF> 

 

3.4.2.3 STEP #3: Configure the read rates of the sensors attached to the interface pins. 

For each read or poll block resource required, the read or poll rate needs to be set. The EVK-S10NANO software 
provides two read blocks and three poll blocks for assignment. The assigned value is in the form 
INTERVAL:HOUR_OFFSET:MINUTE_OFFSET. Unused read or poll block will should specify NONE in the  

 

READ_BLOCK_RATE_1 = 15MIN:0:00 
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READ_BLOCK_RATE_2 = NONE:0:0 

 

POLL_BLOCK_RATE_1 = NONE:0:00 

POLL_BLOCK_RATE_2 = NONE:0:00 

POLL_BLOCK_RATE_3 = NONE:0:00 

 

See the example field configuration files in the EVK-S10NANO starter kit for possible enumerated values of the 
INTERVAL field. 

3.4.2.4 STEP #4: Associate each active interface pin to a read block or a poll block. 

This step will assign an application interface pin to either a read block or a poll block (see section 2.2.1) used in 
the EVK-S10NANO’s read task or poll task. Unused application interface pins should be set to none.  

 

APP_INTF1_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF2_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF3_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF4_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF5_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF6_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF7_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

APP_INTF8_READ_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, READ_BLOCK1, READ_BLOCK2> 

 

APP_INTF1_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF2_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF3_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF4_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF5_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF6_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF7_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

APP_INTF8_POLL_BLOCK_MAPPING = <NONE, POLL_BLOCK1, POLL_BLOCK2, POLL_BLOCK3> 

 

3.4.2.5 STEP #5: Configuration of any alarming mechanisms. 

Depending on the application interface pin modes, different key value pairs may need to be set. 

For digital inputs, of which up to five can be allocated on application interface 1 thru 5, the following alarm 
configurations key value pairs may be set. 

Interrupt (edge-triggered) enablement: 

DIG_INPUT1_EDGE_INT = <INT_ON, INT_OFF> 

DIG_INPUT2_EDGE_INT = <INT_ON, INT_OFF> 

DIG_INPUT3_EDGE_INT = <INT_ON, INT_OFF> 

DIG_INPUT4_EDGE_INT = <INT_ON, INT_OFF> 

DIG_INPUT5_EDGE_INT = <INT_ON, INT_OFF> 

 

Over the air alarm reporting enablement: 

DIG_INPUT1_ALARM_TYPE = <DISABLED, ALARM_HIGH, ALARM_LOW> 

DIG_INPUT2_ALARM_TYPE = <DISABLED, ALARM_HIGH, ALARM_LOW> 

DIG_INPUT3_ALARM_TYPE = <DISABLED, ALARM_HIGH, ALARM_LOW> 

DIG_INPUT4_ALARM_TYPE = <DISABLED, ALARM_HIGH, ALARM_LOW> 

DIG_INPUT5_ALARM_TYPE = <DISABLED, ALARM_HIGH, ALARM_LOW> 
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For analog inputs, of which there can be two, the following alarm configuration key value pairs may be set. 
Refer to the included host field configuration files for details of configuring these values. An example of how 
these are set for a temperature / humidity sensor application can be found in Appendix B.1.1. 

 

# ADC1 Block Configuration 

ADC1_SAMPLE_PERIOD_WINDOW = 167 

ADC1_SUBSAMPLE_NUMBER = 10 

ADC1_ALARM_TYPE = DISABLED 

ADC1_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_HI = 3300 

ADC1_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_LO = 3300 

ADC1_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_HI = 0 

ADC1_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_LO = 0 

 

# ADC2 Block Configuration 

ADC2_SAMPLE_PERIOD_WINDOW = 167 

ADC2_SUBSAMPLE_NUMBER = 10 

ADC2_ALARM_TYPE = DISABLED 

ADC2_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_HI = 3300 

ADC2_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_LO = 3300 

ADC2_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_HI = 0 

ADC2_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_LO = 0 

 

3.4.2.6 STEP #6: Configuration of the OTA reporting model 

The period reporting of the EVK-S10NANO is generally configured at the head end, via Ingenu’s Element 
Management System (EMS). The EVK-S10NANO boards are typically configured for a 4.8 minute reporting 
update interval. If the EVK-S10NANO application requires a different reporting rate, as is commonly the case for 
battery powered application, then a simple configuration change request can be made via e-mail to 
support@ingenu.com. The e-mail should contain the owners name and company, the Node ID, and the desired 
reporting rate. 

 

 

 

mailto:support@ingenu.com
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Appendix 

A REST API tutorial 
 

1. If using a Firefox web browser, install the Mozilla App “REST Client, a debugger for RESTful web services”. 
Note for Linux users, the command line “curl” program can also be used instead of a web browser plug in 
method. 

 

Figure 13: Add-on in Firefox  

2. To retrieve messages from the Intellect Platform for UL data, select a GET method, with the URL 
https://intellect.ingenu.com/data/v1/receive 

3. Create three additional headers to be sent as part of the “GET” query.  

 

Figure 14: Firefox customer header  

https://intellect.ingenu.com/data/v1/receive
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Figure 15: Firefox request header  

Define the following three custom headers. In this example a fictitious user name and password are given. 

Username john.doe.companyABC@ingenu.com 

Password MySecretPassword 

Accept application/xml 

 

Figure 16: Firefox custom header  

 

4. Press Send 

 

Figure 17: Firefox sending to REST client  

 

mailto:john.doe.companyABC@ingenu.com
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5. Results will be returned as XML in the response. Each message will be associated with a nodeid from the 
device that sent it. The message is specified in the “payload” field as a hexadecimal string. 

 

Figure 18: Firefox response body 

 

6. To send messages on the downlink, it is very similar. Start with a “POST” method. Then change the URL to 
https://intellect.ingenu.com/data/v1/send. Add a fourth header type, called Content-Type. 

Content-Type application/xml 

 

 

Figure 19: Firefox sending message to node on DL  

7. Define the xml body, which contains the payload to the device. An example one is shown below. The “tag” 
field must be a valid UUID value (this can be done with an online tool here: 
https://www.uuidgenerator.net/version1). The field “nodeId” specifies the target device as a hexadecimal 

https://intellect.ingenu.com/data/v1/send
https://www.uuidgenerator.net/version1
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value. For example, node ID 0x56aa3 is specified. The raw payload to the device is a hexadecimal string in 
the “payload” section (in this example, the downlink payload is the LED light show example on the 
EVK-S10NANO). 

 

<downlink xmlns='http://www.ingenu.com/data/v1/schema'> 

    <datagramDownlinkRequest> 

       <tag>7e66b792-0ccd-11e6-a148-3e1d05defe78</tag> 

      <nodeId>0x56aa3</nodeId> 

      <payload>0301870010</payload> 

   </datagramDownlinkRequest> 

</downlink> 

 

8. Click the "Send" button. If successful, the response will show something like the following, with the status 
code 202 “Accepted”. 

 

Figure 20: Firefox. Response from REST to acknowledge send message.  
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B Application examples 
The appendix discusses a few example applications supported by EVK-S10NANO “out of the box” and makes 
use of the EVK-S10NANO’s application interface pins header (J207). The application interface pins header, is 
introduced in section 3.3. Refer to that section for details; the pin numbering and EVK-S10NANO function table 
is listed in Figure 21 and Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 21: EVK-S10NANO Interface Header and Pin Numbering Label 

 

Figure 22: EVK-S10NANO application header function modes 

 

B.1 Temperature / Humidity example (4-20 mA protocol) 
The 4-20 mA current loop protocol is commonly used in process control applications. The EVK-S10NANO does 
not natively support the 4-20 mA protocol, but its ADC interface can be easily adapted. This example uses an 
Omega EWS-RH Temperature Humidity sensor as a 4-20 mA protocol demonstration. 

A simple adapter board can be made with common off the shelf components as shown in Figure 23. The pin 
numbers are chose based on the mapping of the ADC peripherals. 
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Figure 23: 4-20 mA adapter board and schematic 

 

A top level connection diagram is shown below in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: EVK-S10NANO Board Connections to Temp/Humidity 4-20mA Device 

This EVK-S10NANO example highlights the following: 

 Omega 4-20mA combined Temperature/Humidity Sensor has the following interfaces: 

o Sensor requires 15 V/67mA power supply to drive 4/20mA electronics 
o Sensor has a current output that varies linearly with Temperature and a second that varies linearly with 

Humidity. 

 EVK-S10NANO has the following IoT Sensor Connector Pins appropriate for these connections: 

o 2—ADC Voltage Inputs (Pins 5 and 13) 
o 1—5V Unregulated Power Pin (Pin 11; Ground Pin 1, 12) 

 Interfacing Specifics: 

o EVK-S10NANO is Line Powered off a 5V wall supply and routes this to Pin 11 of the IoT Connector: 

 Use DC-DC converter to create 15V supply required by Omega Sensor 

o EVK-S10NANO has 2 voltage ADC’s Pin 5 and 13 of the IoT Connector 

Use a 120 ohm resistor to ground to generate ADC voltage: 4mA0.48V; 20mA2.4V 

EVK-S10NANO 
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The method of configuring the EVK-S10NANO for this application can be done using the configuration files 
specified in Table 1 and the steps outlined in section 3.4.1. Some highlights of the key-value pairs in the 
provided configuration files are as follows. 

 Configure for wall powered operation by setting the APPLICATION_PROFILE key to UNSECURED_POWERED. 

 Configure the temperature and humidity sensor reads to 30 second intervals. 

 Alarm thresholds are set within a typical human’s comfort zone. The temperature sensor alarms if the 
temperature drops below 65 or above 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The humidity sensor alarms if the humidity 
rises above 60% or below 25% relative humidity. 

 

Once the configuration of the EVK-S10NANO is complete, the rest2Console.py python script is run to 

illustrate the temperature and humidity data is sent by the EVK-S10NANO and made available on the Intellect 
platform, accessible from the REST API. 

B.1.1 Temperature / Humidity mappings to ADC 

The choice of whether or not to have EVK-S10NANO host controller ADCs measurements in “engineering” units 
or “raw” units is up to the user. In this example we show how to setup the EVK-S10NANO such that the host 
controller ADCs do measurements in engineering units. 

 

The Omega Sensor manufacturer provides the following equations for the sensor current outputs: 

%RH = (<4/20mA>-4)/.16 Degrees F = (((<4/20mA>-4)/16)*135)+5 

 

An s shown in step 1 of this example, a daughterboard adapter is being used to convert the 4-20 mA sensor 
current (over a 120 ohm load) into a voltage for the 16-bit ADC with a 3.0 Vref. This results in, a 20 mA sensor 
measurement producing a 2.4 V ADC reading (or a 2.4/3.0*65535 = 52429 quanta), and 4 mA sensor 
measurement producing a 0.48 V ADC reading (or a 0.48/3.0*65535 = 10,486 quanta).  

 

The EVK-S10NANO application uses a linear line to convert any “raw” ADC quanta units into EVK-S10NANO 
engineering units using the algebraic equation “y=Mx+b”. In this example we are creating engineering units of 
Temperature [deg F] and Relative Humidity [%RH]. 

Taking any two points of current to temperature or current to humidity, the slope is computed as: 

m = (<deg F or %RH>_2 – <deg F or %RH>_1)/(adc_word_2 – adc_word_1) 

 

where “adc_word” is computed based on the proto-board 120 ohm to ground adapter design and calculating 
<4/20mA> for deg F or %RH from the manufacturers equations:  

 adc_word = ( <4/20mA Mfg> * 120 Ohm)/3.0 V * 65535 

 

The EVK-S10NANO application uses fixed point precision with default = Q19. In general, one should select the 
fixed point precision to be as large as possible without clipping the expected range to preserve the necessary 
precision. Consequently, slope is scaled based on precision as shown below: 

M = 2^19*(ref_pt_2 – ref_pt_1)/(adc_word_2 – adc_word_1) 

 

The y-intercept, “b” can be determined by plugging in a data point from the mfg table. 

 b = y-mx  

 

But the arithmetic should be done in Q19. 

 B = ref_pt_1*2^19 – M*adc_word_1 
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Then to convert back to EVK-S10NANO precision, divide back out the Q19 scaler. 

 b = round(B/2^19) 

 

Temperature Example:  

M = 2^19*(140 [deg F] – 5 [deg F])/(52429 – 10486) = 1688 

B = 5 [def F] * 2^19 – 1688*10486 = -15078928 

b = round(-15078928/2^19) = -29 

 

In the EVK-S10NANO “host_app_factory_cfg.txt” file, these are set as: 

ADC0_SCALE_FACTOR =1688   // The slope 

ADC0_RESULT_SHIFT = 19    // The “Q19” format 

ADC0_OFFSET = -29      // The y intercept (rounded to nearest integer only) 

ADC0_UNIT_TYPE = 0x50    // The rACM “proper” units [deg F]. 

 

In the “host_app_field_cfg.txt” file, these are specified as: 

# ADC1 Block Configuration 

ADC1_ALARM_TYPE = OUT_OF_BOUNDS 

ADC1_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_HI = 80  

ADC1_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_LO = 75 

ADC1_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_HI = 70  

ADC1_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_LO = 65 

 

Humidity Example: 

M = 2^19*(75 [%] – 5 [%])/(41943 – 12583) = 1250 

B = 5 [%] * 2^19 – 1250*12583 = -13107310 

b = round(-13107310/2^19) = -25 

 

In the EVK-S10NANO “host_app_factory_cfg.txt” file, these are set as: 

ADC1_SCALE_FACTOR = 1250   // The slope 

ADC1_RESULT_SHIFT = 19    // The “Q19” format 

ADC1_OFFSET = -25      // The y intercept (rounded to nearest integer only) 

ADC1_UNIT_TYPE = 0xB0    // The rACM “proper” units [%]. 

 

In the “host_app_field_cfg.txt” file, these are specified as: 

ADC2_ALARM_TYPE = OUT_OF_BOUNDS 

ADC2_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_HI = 60 

ADC2_ALARM_UPPER_THRESH_LO = 55  

ADC2_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_HI = 30  

ADC2_ALARM_LOWER_THRESH_LO = 25 

 

B.2  Serial UART interface example 
The EVK-S10NANO serial UART example demonstrates a two-wire connection to any external UART for general 
purpose communication. In one use case example, a pre-existing application board can leverage the RPMA 
Network by sending its application data as a simple ASCII text string, such as ASCII key-value pairs. The example 
presented utilizes a standard PC “dumb” terminal such as Putty or Hyper Terminal as the fielded application, 
sending and receiving messages to and from the back office application. 

The EVK-S10NANO software supports two types of serial interfaces, the OTA_PASSTHROUGH mode and the 
OTA_BUFFERED mode. The mode can be set as a EVK-S10NANO key-value pair. 
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Table 2: EVK-S10NANO Serial UART Configurations 

The top level connections are show below in Figure 25. Depending on the client UART platform, an RS-232 TTL 
converter may be needed, as shown in Figure 25. Check compatibility with the client UART platform. 

 

 

Figure 25: Serial UART Connections 

This EVK-S10NANO example highlights the following: 

 A basic interactive terminal on a PC with a standard COM port should be configured as 9600 baud rate, no 
parity and one stop bit. A Windows HyperTerminal or Linux Minicom terminal can be used. 

 An RS-232 to TTL converter unit is required to convert the EVK-S10NANO TTL APP_INTF to a compatible 
electrical interface. Such a serial to USB cable is provided in the u-blox rACM Evaluation kit. See Figure 26 
for a picture of this cable provided.  

 APP_INTF Header pin 9 is the EVK-S10NANO UART Tx, pin 7 is the UART Rx, and pin 1 is ground. See Figure 
27 the serial to USB cable plugged into the rACM application header that connects the cable to these pins.  

 

 

Figure 26: Serial UART to USB cable provided with rACM Evaluation kit.  

 

EVK-S10NANO 
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Figure 27: Connecting Serial UART to USB cable provided to application header. Connect the USB connector side of this cable to 
a computer.  

The method of configuring the EVK-S10NANO for this application can be done using the configuration files 
specified in Table 1 and the steps outlined in section 3.4.1 . Some highlights of the key-value pairs in the 
provided configuration files for this example are as follows:  

 Configure for wall powered operation by setting the APPLICATION_PROFILE key. 

 Utilizes the EVK-S10NANO’s serial mode OTA_BUFFERED, defined by the POR_APP_SERIAL_FUNCTION key. 

Once the configuration of the EVK-S10NANO is complete, the rest2Console.py python script is run to illustrate 
ASCII serial data is sent by the EVK-S10NANO and made available on the Intellect platform, accessible from the 
REST API. From the EVK-S10NANO side, using a “dumb” terminal, one can type an ASCII string terminated with 
an “enter” keystroke. The rest2Console.py should echo what was typed. From the back office application side, 
one can run the python script sendRest2Racm.py to send an ASCII text string; the dumb terminal will echo what 
is sent. 

 

B.3 Digital intrusion (GPIO) example 
A large majority of IOT devices utilize digital switches (e.g. open/close, on/off, alarm/no-alarm). The digital 
intrusion example makes use of the digital input configuration of the EVK-S10NANO. Additionally this example 
illustrates how to use a digital output pin to achieve bi-directional digital communication to an external sensor. 
Figure 28 below shows how a simple relay switch can be connected to the EVK-S10NANO’s application interface 
header, using pin 4 as the digital input, and pin 1 as the ground. 

 

Figure 28: Digital Intrusion Example 

This EVK-S10NANO example highlights the following: 

 Dry contact style relay indicating lid open/closed. Since the EVK-S10NANO has the capability to report 
internal temperature and this example is wall powered then send temperature at the device update interval 
as a means of having a regular periodic heartbeat type packet to view over the REST interface. 

 Relay open means lid open. 
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 Relay closed means lid closed. 

o Operational Logic: 
 Relay Contact 1 connected to digital input pulled high. 

 Relay Open results in digital high which indicates lid open and is the designated alarm 
condition. 

 Relay Contact 2 connected to ground. 

 Relay Closed results in digital low which indicates lid closed. This is the nominal state. 

 EVK-S10NANO has the following IoT Sensor Connector Pins appropriate for these connections: 

o App Interface 5 function mode 1 is internal temperature; no external connection. 
o App Interface 1 multiplexed as an input pin (Pin 4) 
o Ground Pins 1, 12 

 

The method of configuring the EVK-S10NANO for this application can be done using the configuration files 
specified in Table 1 and the steps outlined in section 3.4.1. Some highlights of the key-value pairs in the 
configuration files for this example are as follows. 

 Configure for wall powered operation by setting the APPLICATION_PROFILE key to UNSECURED_POWERED. 

 The Digital input pin is configured for a normally closed (NC) switch in the field configuration file 
“field_cfg_intrusion_nc.txt”. A normally opened (NO) switch can be used by changing the key value pair in 
the field configuration file from DIG_INPUT1_ALARM_TYPE = ALARM_HIGH to DIG_INPUT1_ALARM_TYPE = 
ALARM_LOW. 

 Apply ADC calibration value for internal temperature sensor by setting the VOLTAGE_TEMP_25C key-value 
pair (calibration procedure is summarized in the next section) 

Once the configuration of the EVK-S10NANO is complete, the rest2Console.py python script is run to illustrate 
the digital intrusion state data is sent by the EVK-S10NANO and made available on the Intellect platform, 
accessible from the REST API. From the back office application side, one can run the python script 
sendRest2Racm.py to send a digital output control to the application interface (details discussed in section 
B.3.1). 

B.3.1 Calibration of the internal K20 temperature sensor 

The digital intrusion example also illustrates a calibration procedure for the internal K20 temperature sensor. The 
host_app_ctrl.py utility has a subcommand TEST_ADC_INTF_READ to facilitate this. Using this command, one 
can specify the number of iterative reads at a reference temperature (such as room temperature 25 degrees C), 
and the output of interest is the average measurement. An example call is shown below. 

 

python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 TEST_ADC_INTF_READ INT_TEMP 10 

 

The output should look similar to the following. 

 

ADC Raw Sample[000]: 0x3D41 

ADC Raw Sample[001]: 0x3D42 

ADC Raw Sample[002]: 0x3D41 

ADC Raw Sample[003]: 0x3D42 

ADC Raw Sample[004]: 0x3D44 

ADC Raw Sample[005]: 0x3D44 

ADC Raw Sample[006]: 0x3D45 

ADC Raw Sample[007]: 0x3D44 

ADC Raw Sample[008]: 0x3D45 

ADC Raw Sample[009]: 0x3D45 

--------------------------- 

ADC Raw Mean (avg): 0x3D43 

--------------------------- 
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ADC Result (mV):   717 

 

This calibration value can then be set in the factory configuration file’s key-value pair VOLTAGE_TEMP_25C and 

set using the host_app_ctrl.py subcommand SET_FACTORY_CONFIG, as discussed in section 3.4.1. 

B.3.2 Digital output control 

Digital output control can be performed on any unused application interface pin. However the following steps 
must be done to configure the pin as a digital output. 

1. Run the python command to configure an interface pin as a digital output: 

 

python host_app_ctrl.py -d COM4 SET_APP_INTF_MODE APP_INTF4 DIG_OUTPUT 

 

Alternatively it can be set in the field configuration file by setting the key-value pair APP_INTF4_MODE as 
DIG_INPUT.  
It is recommended that this step is done before the EVK-S10NANO joins the RPMA network to avoid change 
configuration latency.  

2. Using a REST client send a DL message with a body to set the pin to “digital high”. 
 <downlink xmlns='http://www.ingenu.com/data/v1/schema'> 
    <datagramDownlinkRequest> 
     <tag>11112222-04d3-4a21-a8e4-148130b5484c</tag> 
     <nodeId>0x0005692c</nodeId> 
     <payload>03011c0140</payload> 
    </datagramDownlinkRequest> 
 </downlink> 

 

The “tag” field must be a valid UUID identifier. A web-based UUID generator can be found here, 
https://www.uuidgenerator.net/ . 

Alternatively, the python utility sendRest2Racm.py can be used to send the downlink messages as 

follows. 

 

python sendRest2Racm.py -n 0x0005692c -p 03011c0140 

  

3. To set the digital pin low, a similar DL message is sent with the payload 03011c0040. The underlined and 
highlighted hexadecimal digit of “0” contains the digital pin state that has changed.   

 

A high level dissection of this DL message body example is given below in Figure 29. 

https://www.uuidgenerator.net/
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Figure 29: Dissection of the EVK-S10NANO Digital Output Control Message  
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B.4 Pulsed meter (Pulse counter) example 
The pulsed meter example is the default application that is pre-configured out of the box, illustrating the use of 
the K20’s low power timer configured as a counter. This example assumes a flow meter is connected to the 
application interface header to monitor a pulse count and pulse rate proportional to the volume of water 
delivered and the flow rate as to which the water is delivered. Figure 30 illustrates the connections, whereby pin 
3 provides a regulated 3.3 V power source to the pulse meter, pin 1 provides the ground and pin 4 (APP_INTF1), 
will monitor the pulses to increment a pulse count. 

 

 

Figure 30: Pulse Meter Example Connections 

This EVK-S10NANO example highlights the following: 

 

 Chosen meter uses a solid state hall effect sensor that produces a pulse for every cubic meter of flow 
measurement. Counting pulses tells the flow. 1 count = 1 cubic meter; 2 counts = 2 cubic meter, etc… 
Additionally, there is a digital intrusion detection switch to signal when enclosure is opened or closed. 
Desired operation is to sample pulses every 3 hours (i.e. 8 readings a day). 

 Power is assumed to be 3.3V and if other is required than appropriate regulation would need to be 
provided.  

 EVK-S10NANO has the following IoT Sensor Connector Pins appropriate for these connections: 

o App Interface 1 function mode 0 uses the K20 pulse counter/timer block and can be used for pulse 
counting (Pin 4). 

o Ground Pins 1, 12; 3.3V regulated power (Pin 3), Vbattery unregulated power (Pin 11 if external 
regulator is needed for different sensor Voltage requirements).  

 

The method of configuring the EVK-S10NANO for this application can be done using the configuration files 
specified in Table 1 and the steps outlined in section 3.4.1. Some highlights of the key-value pairs in the 
configuration file s for this example are as follows:  

 

 Configure for wall powered operation by setting the APPLICATION_PROFILE key to UNSECURED_POWERED. 
It should be pointed out that water meter applications tend to be battery powered devices (e.g. configured 
as UNSECURED_SLEEPY). For this example, it is set to a non-batter powered configuration for demonstration 
purposes. 

 Sensor reads configured for 15 minute pulse count reads. It should be pointed out that water meter 
applications tend to be battery powered devices, and a more appropriate value might be to read the pulse 
count 8 times a day (3 hour intervals). For this example, the default OTA reporting rate is 4.8 minutes, 
causing a “forced read” of every 4.8 minutes; this is done for demonstration purposes. 

 

Once the configuration of the EVK-S10NANO is complete, the rest2Console.py python script is run to 

illustrate the pulse meter data is sent by the EVK-S10NANO and made available on the Intellect platform, 
accessible from the REST API. 
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B.5 GPS coverage tool example 

 GPS Coverage tool is available from Ingenu only and not from u-blox  

 

Available from Ingenu is a GPS Coverage Tool to RPMA network operators to validate coverage and to support 
coverage testing. More general tracking applications of a GPS enabled RPMA device include Asset, Workforce 
and Pet Tracking. Like all EVK-S10NANO collateral, the reference schematics and source code can be provided by 
Ingenu to leverage the GPS Coverage Tool as a starting point for other tracking applications. 

 

 

Figure 31: Ingenu’s GPS Coverage Tool 

 

The Ingenu GPS Coverage Tool is shown in Figure 31 and has the following attributes: 

 

 Handheld box with EVK-S10NANO, GPS, 4 LEDs for signal strength display 

 Location (Lat/Lon) and Signal Strength are sent over the air at user defined rate (5 secs to 24 hours) 

 A Web-Based example Head End Solution is provided to display the location on a phone, tablet or laptop. 

 Power: 2ea. C Batteries, with low battery indication.  

 Different battery options and form factors are easily implemented. 
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 Other sensor data can be added to GPS data and reported 

 

Inside of the GPS coverage tool is a EVK-S10NANO board along with a GPS module. The two are interfaced over 
the serial interface provided the application interface header. Additional digital output pins of the application 
interface are used to drive the LED signal strength indicators. 

 

Figure 32: GPS Coverage Tool Connections 

To illustrate a GPS coverage tool application, a EVK-S10NANO evaluation kit is all that is required. The EVK-
S10NANO board can be loaded with a special GPS application, replacing the standard EVK-S10NANO reference 
software. The GPS application is based on the EVK-S10NANO reference software, except that it is purpose built 
for this GPS coverage tool example. Ingenu can supply the GPS application software to load upon request, or 
can pre-configure a EVK-S10NANO board in lieu of the standard EVK-S10NANO software upon order of a EVK-
S10NANO evaluation kit. If a binary is provided, all that is required is to load the GPS application image using the 

host_app_ctrl.py tool; an example call is shown below: 

 

python -d COM4 HOST_SW_UPGRADE host_app_k20_GPS.bin 

 

No additional reconfiguration is required. To revert back to the EVK-S10NANO software default, see the section 
3.2.1 for the generalized process. 

Once the configuration of the EVK-S10NANO is complete, the rest2Console.py python script is run to 

illustrate the GPS data is sent by the EVK-S10NANO and made available on the Intellect platform, accessible from 
the REST API. 

 

B.5.1 Web based back office application display 

 Web-based application for GPS coverage tool application supported by Ingenu.  

 

Ingenu provides an example web-based application for the GPS coverage tool application, shown in Figure 33. 
The application charts the GPS data collected from the designated Start and Finish time. All that is required is the 
EVK-S10NANO’s MAC (or Node ID) to uniquely query the data from Intellect, obtained from the REST API. 
Additional details of the web-based display can be summarized as follows: 

 GPS data is accessed via the REST interface, similar to the other EVK-S10NANO examples. 

 The reference back office application includes the web page and scripts running on the web server. Ingenu 
provides reference code to implement example application. 

 The reference back office application is web based, and will run in any browser on a cell phone, tablet, PC 
etc. 
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Figure 33: Ingenu GPS Tracker Back Office application 

 

B.5.2 Data format of GPS coverage tool 

 GPS coverage tool is available from Ingenu only and not from u-blox. 

 

The over the air frame format differs from the standard EVK-S10NANO reference software’s key-value pairs. 
Figure 34 details the fields. Note the fields are not all byte aligned. 

 

Figure 34: Message Frame Structure of the GPS example application 

A description of each field is given as follows. 

 Lat: 25 bit signed latitude in decimal degrees. Divide by 1E6. 4 valid decimal places. Range (-90,+90). 

 RSSI: 7 bit unsigned RSSI. Add 20, and then convert to negative number. Range (-136,-30). Units are dBm  

 Lon: 26 bit signed longitude (6 LSBits should be discarded) in decimal degrees. Divide by 1E6. 4 valid 
decimal places. Range (-180, +180) 
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Related documents 
[1] u-blox NANO-S100 Data Sheet, Docu No UBX-16025707 

[2] u-blox NANO-S100 System Integration Manual, Docu. No UBX-16026400 

[3] u-blox NANO-S100 Host Common Software Integration Application Note, Docu. No UBX- 16025680 

[4] Ingenu rACM Developer Guide Docu. No 010-0105-00 

[5] Intellect API Guide for Partners. No 010-0147-00 

[6] Intellect User Guide for Partners No 010-0135-00 

u-blox documents are available on our homepage (http://www.u-blox.com). 

 

 For regular updates to u-blox documentation and to receive product change notifications, register on our 
homepage. 
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